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Introduction to Theatre Centre
Theatre Centre brings world class theatre straight into the heart of schools. We make
productions with big heart that empower children and young people to think, act, and speak for
themselves. We design practical encounters with students and teachers which educate them on
theatre practice, creative skills and activism. We are experts in touring, going everywhere, so all
children and young people can see excellent live theatre.

The Creative Team
These are the people who have been working behind the scenes to create our production.
Although you won’t see them on stage, without their work and creativity we wouldn’t have a
production to perform.
Afsaneh Gray | Playwright
Afsaneh is a playwright and screenwriter. She is currently under commission by the Unicorn
Theatre and the BBC. Her 2017 production Octopus transferred to London’s prestigious
Theatre503 after a hugely successful run at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival. Afsaneh was the
recipient of Theatre Centre’s 2018 Brian Way Award Commission and The Border is her first play
for the company.
Natalie Wilson | Director
Natalie has been Artistic Director of Theatre Centre since 2007. She has led the company into a
new era, refreshing the company’s vision to make young people’s activism a key driver of the
artistic programme. Having overseen more than 20 new commissions at Theatre Centre, her work
with playwrights has been largely steered by this mission and has been recognised by the Writers’
Guild of Great Britain with a New Writing Encouragement Award in 2011. Previously, Natalie was
Assistant Director at 7:84 Scotland and Associate Director at the New Vic Theatre, Newcastleunder-Lyme, before embarking on a busy freelance career, encompassing theatre productions,
live events, actor training and community engagement.
Alice Hallifax | Designer
Alice graduated from Nottingham Trent University with a first class honours degree in Theatre
Design. She was the Resident Design Assistant at the Donmar Warehouse in 2017/2018 where
she worked on The Way of the World (Designer: Anna Fleischle), The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie
(Designer: Lizzie Clachan), Aristocrats (Designer: Es Devlin) and Measure for Measure
(Designer: Peter McKintosh). Alice is multi-lingual and has worked on productions in Spain and
Mexico.
Her previous design credits include: Pickle Jar (SOHO Theatre), Donmar on Design (Donmar
Warehouse Offices), Recipes from my Grandmother’s Kitchen (Site specific), The Level of Being
(Nottingham Actors Studio), Santa Joana dels Escorxadors (Teatre Alegria), Electra (Institut del
Teatre).
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The Creative Team
Ted Barnes | Composer
Ted is a multi-instrumentalist, songwriter, composer and maker. Best known for his work with
British songwriter Beth Orton, Ted co-wrote, recorded and played live with Beth for over ten
years. As well as releasing three critically acclaimed solo albums he also formed the band
‘Clayhill’ with long term collaborator Ali Friend (Red Snapper) and the late Gavin Clark
(Sunhouse). Through this songwriting partnership he has provided soundtrack material for the
films of Shane Meadows from Dead Man’s Shoes to This is England. Alongside writing and
producing commercial library albums, Ted can presently be found collaborating with songwriters
such as Emily Barker, playing in the Mrs H and the Sing-along Band (a much loved family music
show), soundtracking for circus companies Extraordinary Bodies and Mimbre, composing
theatre soundtracks and devising and performing children’s theatre for the National Theatre,
London.
Neill Brinkworth | Lighting Designer
Neill trained in Visual Performance and Theatre at Darlington College of Arts. He was nominated
for the OffWestEnd Award for Best Lighting Design in 2013 and 2015.
Recent work includes: Dark Sublime (Trafalgar Studios), The Dark (Fuel Theatre), The Firm
(Hampstead Theatre), Blank (NT Connections, Dorfmann Theatre), Billy The Kid (NYMT,
Leicester Curve), Everybody’s Talking About Jamie (Apollo, West End – Associate LD), Hansel
& Gretl (ROH – Associate LD), Broadway Showtunes (Bournemouth Pavillions), In the Night
Garden Live (Minor Entertainment/BBC), Lohengrin – revival (National Opera of Greece, Polish
National Opera), The Meeting (Hampstead Theatre), Tamburlaine (Yellow Earth), The Cutting of
the Cloth (Southwark Playhouse), Children of Killers (NT Connections, Olivier Theatre), Dido &
Aeneas (English Touring Opera), As Is (Trafalgar Studios), Symbionts (Wayne McGregor,
Estonia National Ballet), Sweat Factory (YMT, Sadlers Wells), Dessa Rose (Trafalgar Studios),
Vincent River (Old Vic productions), The Seagull (Arcola Theatre), The Battle of the Boat
(NYMT, Kingston Rose), Lysistrata, Antigone, Prometheus (all Cambridge Arts Theatre) and
Step 9 of 12 Tape (Trafalgar Studios).
Ingrid Mackinnon | Movement Director
Ingrid is a movement director, choreographer, teacher and dancer. She holds an MA in
Movement: Directing & Teaching from Royal Central School of Speech and Drama. Movement
direction credits include: Liar Heretic Thief (Lyric), Cacophony (Almeida), #WeAreArrested
(RSC), #DR@CULA! (RCSSD), Kingdom Come (RSC), Fantastic Mr. Fox (associate movement
Nuffield Southampton and National/International Tour).
Choreography and rehearsal direction credits include: The Headwrap Diaries (assistant
choreographer and rehearsal director), Our Mighty Groove (rehearsal director), Hansel and
Gretel (assistant choreographer and rehearsal director) for Uchenna Dance, In The Heights
(choreographer), Three Penny Opera (choreographer), Imoinda (choreographer) for Wac Arts
and Boy Breaking Glass (rehearsal director) for Vocab Dance/ Alesandra Seutin.
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The Creative Team
Sarah Dickenson | Dramaturg
Sarah’s roles include: Associate Dramaturg for LAMDA, Associate Dramaturg for the RSC,
Production Dramaturg for the Globe, Senior Reader at Soho Theatre, Literary Manager for
Theatre503, New Writing Associate at The Red Room and Founding Coordinator for the South
West New Writing Network. Sarah has worked on performance projects and artistic development
nationally and internationally for a wide range of organisations and theatre makers including:
Theatre Centre, National Theatre, Bristol Old Vic, Theatre Bristol, Old Vic New Voices, Liverpool
Everyman, Champloo, Theatre Royal Bath, Plymouth Theatre Royal, Tamasha, Apples and
Snakes, Almeida Theatre, Hall for Cornwall, The Fence and Churchill Theatre.
Faith Austin | Production Manager
Faith has worked in many areas of performance, events, festivals and theatre.
Credits include: Rotterdam (Hartshorn – Hook), Red Riding Hood and the Wolf and Sleepyhead
(Little Angel Theatre), Great Odds (Mac’s Arcadian), Pam Ann and Omid Djalili (Bound &
Gagged Comedy), Broadwick Live and Ground Control as well as Field Day, Mighty Hoopla,
Truck Festival, Y Not?, Lost Village Festival, Brighton Pride and many others. Faith is currently
the Technical & Production Manager for Half Moon Young People’s Theatre.
Rob Browning | Company Stage Manager
Rob’s theatre stage management credits include: Icarus (Unicorn Theatre), Rosencrantz &
Guildenstern are Dead, The Divide (The Old Vic, London), Hedda Gabler, Aladdin (Salisbury
Playhouse), Suddenly Last Summer, The Lady of the Lake, Fallen Angels, Watch it Sailor!, Dial
M for Murder, Iron, Handbagged, As You Like it, Rails, Single Spies, Sense & Sensibility
(Theatre by the Lake), The Arrivals, The Sloe Pickers, Moominland Midwinter, Rumpelstiltskin
(the egg, Theatre Royal Bath), The Wizard of Oz (Taunton Brewhouse).
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The Cast
Our actors have been in rehearsals for four weeks working with Director Natalie Wilson to bring
Afsaneh’s words off the page and into life. During rehearsals they have been working hard to
develop their characters, scenes, and create the world of the production.

Jazmine Wilkinson | Julia
Jazmine trained at Rose Bruford. Credits include: Shakespeare in
Love (UK Tour), Christmas at Kew (Kew Gardens), Gilgamesh
(The White Bear Theatre), Shadow Games (UK Tour), Drafters
(Jazz Central, New York). Short films include: Popped, The Train,
The Veins in her Eyelids, Bad Friends, Like Brother, Like Sister,
The Sermon. Other notable credits include web series The Art of
Dating and lead female in music video Pray by Tora Kamanja.

Rujenne Green | Mother, Mayor, Female Borderguard, Stranger
Rujenne studied at Mountview Academy of Theatre Arts. Theatre
credits include: Square Rounds (Finborough Theatre), The Dog
Beneath the Skin (Jermyn Street Theatre), Cookies (Theatre Royal
Haymarket) and The Alchemist (Neuss Globe Theatre).

Matt Littleson | Father, Refugee Boy, Journalist, Male
Borderguard
Matt has recently graduated from Mountview. Theatre whilst training
includes: Punk Rock, The Glass Menagerie, Measure for Measure
and On the Shore of the Wide World.

Lucie Capel | Grandma, Smuggler, Jogger, Call Centre Boss
Lucie studied at the Moscow Art Theatre School in 2017 and has
just graduated from the ArtsEd MA Acting course.Theatre whilst
training includes: The Cherry Orchard, Andorra and Antony and
Cleopatra (ArtsED). The Border is Lucie’s first professional
engagement.
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The Border by Afsaneh Gray
What's it about?
The Border is a high energy, outrageous Brechtian parable that explores the lines we draw
between ourselves and other people, and the absurdities of borders.

Life is turned upside down in one small town as East Oolia shuts the border with West Oolia,
dividing here from there, us from them, this from that despite all the fruit tasting the same. In
the midst of it all, Stranger, a young girl’s beloved dog, has gone missing. Will Stranger be
found before the border closes, or will she be trapped forever on the “wrong” side? With
rumours of dog theft and whispers of runaway immigration, how far will the mayor dare to go in
her fight for re-election? Does the refugee boy hold the clue to Stranger’s disappearance?
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As the bickering and bartering over boundaries moves into the eleventh hour, will one young
girl change the course of history in her quest to find her dog? The Border is a high energy,
outrageous Brechtian parable from Theatre Centre that explores the lines we draw between
ourselves and other people and the absurdities of borders. The Border will feature original
songs and a live break-out debate where one girl, her dog, and the audience find their voice –
and their bark. “Woof!”
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Page-to-Stage
The process taking a play from a written script to a live theatre production.
Theatre Centre commission a Writer to write a play
Director and Writer meet a handful of times to discuss a play idea
Writer begins to write the play (first draft)
Creative Team recruited
Theatre Centre recruit freelancers, listed below, to help create the new play
Designer (set and costume)
Sound Designer / Composer
Lighting Designer
Dramaturg
Production Manager
Stage Manager
Creative Team Meetings
Writer, Director and Dramaturg meet- review first draft
Designer and Director meet- discuss play themes, inspiration
Composer/Sound Designer and Director meet- discuss play themes and musical
requirements
Lighting Designer and Director meet- discuss play themes and lighting requirements
Writer and Director meet- review second draft
Developing the Design
Designer creates moodboard of inspiration for design and costume
Designer creates draft colour schemes and ‘look’ for the world of the play
Research and Development (R&D)
Workshops with actors and young people exploring play and themes
Writer uses R&D to develop another draft of play
Conceptualising Stage
Designer and Director meet to create a singular design vision
Designer makes white card design - an early model of the set made out of white card
White card meeting- Production Manager explores design idea feasibility
Designer makes model box - small scale model of actual set design at 1:25 scale
Casting
Auditions - director leads auditions with shortlisted actors
Call backs – selected actors are called back for a second audition
Actors offered contract
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Finalising Design
Model box meeting- whole creative team meet- designer shows final plan for set
Set build begins in the workshop, overseen by the Production Manager
Rehearsals (4 weeks)
Creative team and cast assemble for first day of rehearsals
Costume fittings
Costumes are sourced- bought, hired, or made
Director and actors rehearse the play
Creative team visits rehearsals- sound, lighting, design
Set build is finalised
Production Week
Set is moved on to the theatre stage
Rehearsals move on to the theatre stage
Tech rehearsals - all production elements and actors are put together on stage
Dress rehearsal
Previews - performances to audiences before official opening night performance
Opening night
Press night- Theatre critics and members of the press are invited to watch and
review the production

Photo credit: Jack Barnes
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Inside Rehearsals
Interview with Alice Hallifax
We sat down with Designer Alice Hallifax and asked her a few questions about her role on The
Border and what it's like being a theatre designer.
1. What is your job on this production?
I work collaboratively with the director to design the set, props and costumes for the production.
My aim is to ensure that they all work with the journey and rhythm of the play and that they
evoke the right atmosphere for the story. I also need to keep in mind the budget and make sure
that everything can fit into a van as this is a touring production.
2. What will you do during rehearsals?
Before the rehearsal process I will have already presented the final designs - with technical
drawings, a scale model and costume drawings. During rehearsals I will attend production
meetings, be present at some rehearsals, visit the workshop to check on the set-build and be
sourcing props and costumes.
3. What’s the best thing about being a Theatre Designer?
The best thing for me is researching the surrounding themes of the play and working with these
and the director’s vision to come up with a design concept. Being a theatre designer
encourages you to be receptive and inspired by your surroundings.
4. What’s the hardest thing about being a Theatre Designer?
It is important that the design works alongside the movement, words and story of the play. As a
designer it is sometimes tricky to create something exciting, that draws the audience in but that
is still cohesive and doesn't overshadow the play. You always have to consider how best you
can help to tell the story - sometimes this might be nothing at all and at other times the design
concept feels like a character in itself!
5. Why do you think The Border is an important story?
The Border explores the separations we create, whether that be between individuals or groups.
It is an important story as it challenges us to try and understand why people perhaps think and
behave differently to ourselves. Often the reasons for people's actions are multi-layered and
more complex than they first seem - they can not be condensed down to one tweet on Twitter.

If you want to hear more about what’s been happening in rehearsals head to our YouTube
channel to see Q&As with our Actors, Director and Company Stage Manager.
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The Design Process
A theatre designer’s job is to design the performance space the actors will perform on, as well
as characters’ costumes and props. The design process is the journey a designer goes on to
create a design for a production. Each theatre designer will have a slightly different process and
way of working.
Below you will see an insight into Alice’s design process for The Border which includes some of
the activities and exercises she did to help create the design for the production. The activities
listed below do not have to be followed in a strict order but it is always advised that a designer
start with getting to know the play really well.
Read the play lots!
If any visuals come to mind, draw these.
Identifying themes
Create a Mind map of themes and possible design concepts
Researching the play’s themes
For The Border, Alice has been reading articles and history books (like the director and
actors would) about borders
Character analysis
Create a mind map for each character with adjectives, quotes, perhaps real life equivalents
(for reference and inspiration)
Emotional storyboard
To track the emotional journey of the play Alice drew a storyboard - purely using shapes and
colour to convey emotion. This sometimes informs the actual shape of the set, or if not is
useful to understand what atmosphere you are trying to create.
Scene Breakdown
Write down a sentence summary of each scene
Unitisation
Create a table which details characters, location, props for each scene - this helps you
imagine the fluidity and journey of the play
Get inspired
Go to art exhibitions to get inspiration - colours, shapes, materials. Set design is essentially
sculpture!
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The Design Process
Get talking
Discussing ideas, themes, characters with the director but also anyone and everyone - you
sometimes get some of the best ideas from people who don't consider themselves 'creative'
Picture references
Create a mood board on Pinterest of locations, themes, environments, any inspiration
discussed with the director, or to suggest to the director.
Using Model
Creating 1:25 scale models to play around with ideas and create stage pictures.
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Design Scrapbook
Inside Alice's Design

etches
Early character sk

Early set design
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signs
Exploring model de

Exploring mod
el designs
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Design Sketchbook

Exploring digital shapes and
structures for the design

Exploring the uses and
functions of the design
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Set Design Storyboard

Scene 1

Interlude 1

Scene 2

Scene 3

Scene 4

Scene 5
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Set Design Storyboard

Scene 6

Scene 7

Scene 8

Scene 9

Scene 10

Scene 11
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Set Design Storyboard

Scene 12

Scene 13

Scene 14

Scene 15

Scene 16

Home Song
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Lesson Plans
Lesson 1: Exploring Characters
Activity
Introduction

Action
Explain we are going to be exploring the characters, and their
motivations, from The Border

Time
5mins

Discussion

Name the characters from the play and any distinct
characterisation (character movements, style of speaking
etc) they can remember.

10mins

Warm Up:
Move
the Space

Ask the class to start walking around the space in silence.
They should keep their eyes up and be listening as they will
need to follow simple instructions.
When you say 'Stop' everyone must freeze, when you say
'Go' everyone must start walking.
Once the group are comfortable with these instructions add
more from the list below- Jump
- Clap
- Centre (everyone rushes to the centre of the room)
- Clear the Space (everyone rushes to touch a wall)
- Slow Motion
- Three Freeze (get into a group of 3 and freeze)
To add complexity, you can do opposite instructions - 'Go'
means 'Stop' and so on.

5mins

Getting into
character

Adopt a character - ask students to pick one character from
The Border and begin taking on their physicality. Challenge
students to think how does the characters stand and walk,
what body part do they lead with.
Still image - ask students to come to a freeze in character.
Observe some of the characters.

5mins

Analysing
characters

Ask the class:
- What changes to their physicality did they have to make to
become their chosen character?
- Did the characters have a clear recognisable movements or
traits?
- Why did your chosen character move a certain way - is
there a reason? i.e. he's confident, she's intelligent, she's old,
he's nervous
- How did your character's physicality make you feel on the
inside as an actor?

10mins
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Lesson 1: Exploring Characters
Activity
Character
profile

Action
Building on the 'Analysing characters' discussions to help,
ask students to develop a character profile for your chosen
character using the Character Profile Worksheet, p19
Students should add as much detail about their character's
external and internal traits.

Time
10mins

Character hotseating

Ask the class to get into groups of 5
One by one students sit on the 'hot seat' and answer
questions about their character from the other students. The
student in the hot seat should answer from their character's
point of view as if they were the character.
Rotate who is in the hot seat every couple of minutes.

10mins

Conclusion

Check-in on what we have learned today

(5mins)

Teacher's notes
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Lesson 1: Exploring Characters
Character Profile Worksheet
Character Name:
Character Age:
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Lesson 2: Exploring Themes
Activity
Introduction

Action
Explain we are going to be exploring the themes from The
Border

Time
5mins

Discussion

Ask the class to get into pairs and make a list of the key
themes they identified when watching The Border.
Bring the class together as a group and ask some pairs to
share back what they discussed.
Create a list on the board of all the themes the students
identified from watching the play.
Examples of some key themes from The Border borders, family life, friendship, politics, social media,
immigration

10mins

Mind-map

Ask students in pairs to pick one of the play’s themes and
create a mind map noting down all the linking words,
feelings, impressions they think of when they hear that
theme.
Ask the pairs to report back to the class on their mind maps.
Are there any crossovers between different themes?

10mins

Warm Up:
Character
physicality
& themes

Ask the class to begin by walking around the space in neutral
in silence.
Leading body partsExplain that when you call out a body part the class will begin
moving by leading with that body part
- Nose
- Knees
- Waist
- Chest
- Forehead
- Toes
Now ask the class to imagine one of the characters from The
Border and adopt their physicality and movement. Ask the
class to freeze and watch one or two students’ characters.
Can the class identify who the character is?
Explain that the physicality of the characters in The Border
was used to communicate their values, position in society
and social role. Character physicality can help tell the story
and help explain to the audience what the writer thinks
about specific themes or topics.

15mins
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Lesson 2: Exploring Themes
Activity
Hustings

Action
Explain to the class that the theme of borders and community
are big themes in the play. The border shutting has an impact
on everyone in the play. Tell the class that we’re now going
to explore the key arguments around shutting and opening
the border.

Time
15mins

Ask the classTo identify the arguments made in The Border for the border
to close.
To identify the arguments made in The Border for the border
to be open.
Explain that we are going to host an active ‘Husting'
discussion where students get to have their say exploring the
themes highlighted in the production.
Use four of the arguments identified (2 pro border close / 2
pro border open) by the students to assign each corner of the
room a ‘topic’ or 'argument'.
Ask the students to move to the corner they agree with and
encourage them to work as a team with the other students in
their corner to discuss what are the key reasons for choosing
that ‘argument’ / corner.
Corners can be assigned a character from the play who they
embody and present their argument from, i.e. the Mayor,
Dad, Mum, Refugee Boy
Then lead a hustings debate by asking one student at a time
from each corner to ‘make the case’ for their argument,
expressing why they believe their choice is right.
Once all four corners have spoken, ask the class whether
they have been persuaded to move position to join another
corner. If anyone has, they may move corner.
Ask the class what they learnt from the activity? Did the
exercise challenge their viewpoints, or help them to better
understand someone else’s opinion?
You can run this activity again by asking students to choose
a corner they haven’t been to yet and hold another hustings
debate.
Conclusion

Check-in on what we have learned today
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Lesson 3: Brecht & Epic Theatre Devices
Activity
Introduction

Action
Explain we are going to be exploring Epic Theatre and the
devices Brecht used to make theatre

Time
5mins

Discussion

Ask the class what they know about Epic Theatre?
Read the section on Brecht and Epic Theatre in this Learning
Pack, p29
Discuss with the class what Brecht wanted his theatre to
achieve.
Ask the class whether The Border used any Brechtian
theatre techniques.

10mins

Warm Up:
Park Bench

Explain to the class we are going to play an improvisation
game to get warmed up. The game is called Park Bench.
Set out two chairs in the middle of the space. Ask for two
volunteers.
As a class decide on the following details:
- What is the setting / where are we?
- What time of day is it?
- What is the weather like?
- How long have the characters been at the bus stop?
- What does Actor 1 want? – e.g. some money for the bus, to
have a shoulder to cry on
- What does Actor 2 want? – e.g. a new best friend, the other
person’s new trainers
Now ask your two actors to improvise a short scene. If you
call out freeze the actors must pause and take direction. You
can add new characters or swap actors at any point.
To close the activity, ask the class what we enjoyed watching
as an audience and what character choices were successful.

10mins

Distancing
devices

As a class read through Extract 1. Now ask students to
identify any Brechtian techniques which can be seen in the
script- i.e. direct address, multi-rolling, breaking the fourth
wall.
Ask for a student volunteer to play the role of The Mayor.
Direct the student to perform the Mayor’s first paragraph.
Remind them to use direct address and break the fourth wall.
Remind the student to create an archetypal character for
the Mayor, one that shows the audience what society thinks
of this character- are they likeable, respected and friendly or
are they powerful, dangerous and scheming?

10mins
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Lesson 3: Brecht & Epic Theatre Devices
Activity
Distancing
devices
(continued)

Action
Once the student has performed this paragraph to the class,
ask those watching what impact the use of direct address
had on them as an audience.

Time
10mins
(continued)

Extension activity:
Ask students to get into pairs. One student will take the role
of Mayor and the other student will be the director.
Each pair should rehearse Extract 1 to perform to the class.
The director should think about how their actor can use the
distancing techniques Brecht used to challenge his audience
to think for themselves.
Scene work

Explain to the class we are now going to rehearse and stage
a short extract from The Border. Ask the class to get into
groups of 3.
Ask the class to first read Extract 2 aloud as a group.
Explain that you want each group to stage the extract ready
to share back to the class. Challenge the class to think about
the distancing techniques they identified in the earlier
discussion and put some of these into practice in this scene.

15mins

Sharing

Ask some, or all, of the groups to perform their work to the
class and discuss what the impact of distancing the audience
emotionally has- does it challenge the audience to take the
theme or topic more seriously? Does it make the audience
question their own beliefs, actions, prejudices?
Having put some of Brecht's techniques into action, what do
the class think of his style of theatre?

10mins

Conclusion

Check-in on what we have learned today

(5mins)
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Lesson 3: Brecht & Epic Theatre Devices
Extract 1
Scene Sixteen.
In which Julia finds her voice
The Town Hall.
JULIA and GRANDMA enter the audience.
MAYOR is opening the Town Hall debate.
MAYOR: Welcome to the Town Hall debate.
I called this debate because I want to hear your views. When I ran for election I told you that I
was going to close the border. I told you that I believed that it was important for us to take a
pause and work out what we wanted for ourselves, as East Oolians. I told you that I thought
we’d given away too much control to people who don’t vote in our elections, who don’t live in
our town, who don’t know what we need. I told you that I wanted East Oolia to reflect the will of
the East Oolians and…
The ACTOR PLAYING MAYOR stops.

ACTOR PLAYING MAYOR: Actually, can we stop for a minute? Don’t tell The Writer,
but I’ve had enough of this character…
Can we just talk honestly?
I don’t want to have a debate – a debate sounds like fighting. Can we just have a
conversation? A nice, reasonable conversation? About the kind of world we want to
live in?
Is that possible?
I mean, what do you guys think about politics?
Who here thinks politics is a waste of time?
Hand show.
ACTOR PLAYING MAYOR: Who thinks it’s important?
Hand show.
ACTOR PLAYING MAYOR: How many of you think it’s too complicated?
Hand show.
ACTOR PLAYING MAYOR: I mean I think it’s complicated.
This is really embarrassing, but sometimes I don’t vote.
Even though I can. Sometimes I can’t work out what the right decision is and I don’t
know who to listen to, so I don’t make a decision at all.
Does anyone else feel like that? Are there things that you wish you knew more about
so you could actually make a decision, or try and make a change in the world? Like
how to deal with climate change, or how our democracy works, or like what the hell is
a ‘backstop’?
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Lesson 3: Brecht & Epic Theatre Devices
Extract 2
Scene Eight.
In which Julia tells her parents that she’s going to fight to open the border
That evening.
Dinner.
MOTHER, FATHER and JULIA are sat around the dinner table.
There’s nothing on it.
JULIA: Mum, what’s for dinner?
MOTHER: Nothing. I’m on strike.
FATHER: ‘I’m on strike’
MOTHER: I work all day for peanuts and then I come home and work for even less. And now
the opinion polls show that people want to open the border again. So you can have your open
border, but I’m done.
FATHER: ‘But I’m done’
MOTHER: Obviously no one listens to what I think, anyway
FATHER: ‘No one listens to what I think, anyway’
JULIA: Dad!
FATHER: Well your mother’s being childish, poppet.
JULIA: Mum, can I have my phone back please?
MOTHER: Not until after dinner.
JULIA: But there’s no food!
MOTHER: Doesn’t matter! In this family we eat together.
Beat.
JULIA: Where’s grandma, anyway?
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Lesson 4: Devising Our Own Stories
Activity
Introduction

Action
Explain we are going to be devising our own stories drawing
inspiration from The Border

Time
5mins

Discussion

Ask the class to discuss, in small groups, the qualities an
actor needs when devising a new story in a group. i.e
listening, teamwork, communication, ability to give ideas a go
etc.

5mins

Warm Up:
Physical
Objects

Ask the class to get into groups of 4.
Explain that we are going to be improvising physically as
groups. The aim is for each group to make a physical
representation of each word or object listed below as quickly
as possible within a 30second/1min timeframe. These
representations can be still images or they can be moving,
but every student needs to be involved.
Encourage students not to over think the exercise. Instead,
be spontaneous, try ideas, and avoid filtering their collective
creativity.
Once the groups have made their physical representation,
ask them to freeze and look at each others work.
- Border
- Dog
- Family
- Freedom
- Friendship
- Human rights
Finally, encourage each group to develop a physical
representation for what The Border means to them.

10mins

Devising our
own story

Explain to the class we are going to build on our warm up by
devising our own story using The Border as a stimulus.
Ask the class to either stay in their same warm-up group of 4,
or switch students into different groups of 4.
Explain that in groups we are going to use a scene
description from The Border to devise our own story/scene.
The aim is not to recreate the scene in The Border but simply
to use the text as a prompt to create our own story. Give the
students a copy of Extract 3 which has every scene
description from The Border.
Ask each groups to pick one scene description to use as their
stimulus. Once they have their description, lead the class
through the following exercises to devise their own story.

20mins
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Lesson 4: Devising Our Own Stories
Activity
Devising our
own story
(continued)

Action
Step 1: Create 4 still images to represent what is happening
in your scene.

Time
20mins
(continued)

Step 2: Bring each still image to life with a movement (don't
include language yet) - they are now events
Step 3: Link together the 4 events with transitions- challenge
the class to consider transitions which are: slow motion,
accelerated, on a breath, on a sound, etc.
Step 4: Introduce a word for each event. This could be a
word that sums up what a character is feeling, or a word of
dialogue, or a character name.
Challenge groups to play with the word, who says it, is it
repeated, is the word loud or whispered?
Step 5: Finally, ask each group to play with levels and
intensity of each event- is their story absurd and exaggerated
or is it naturalistic?
Sharing

Ask each group to perform their devised stories to the class
and ask for feedback from students.
Was the story-line clear, what dramatic features were
successful, how could they improve the work?
Explore with the class whether it was easy or challenging
devising from the stimulus. Did it help or hinder their
creativity?

10mins

Conclusion

Check-in on what we have learned today

(5mins)
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Lesson 4: Devising Our Own Stories
Extract 3
The Border Scene Descriptions
Scene 1: In which Julia tries to persuade her family to help her find her dog
Scene 2: In which Julia tries to get across to West Oolia to find Stranger
Scene 3: In which Julia meets a migrant and accuses him of stealing her dog
Scene 4: In which Julia tries to hide the fate of Grandma’s fruit
Scene 5: In which REFUGEE BOY tries to get his brother out of West Oolia
Scene 6: In which Julia tries to persuade the MAYOR to help her find STRANGER
Scene 7: In which Julia decides to help REFUGEE BOY
Scene 8: In which Julia tries to get her phone back
Scene 9: In which Julia tries to guarantee her mother’s job
Scene 10: In which Julia tries to condense her views about the border into one-hundred and
forty characters including spaces
Scene 11: In which REFUGEE BOY makes a life-changing decision…
Scene 12: In which Julia tries to get REFUGEE BOY to eat a biscuit
Scene 13: In which REFUGEE BOY tries to persuade SMUGGLER to take STRANGER back
Scene 14: In which Julia tries to avoid the Town Hall debate
Scene 15: In which Julia takes a stand
Scene 16: In which Julia tries to bring everyone together over stew
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Brecht the practitioner
An introduction to Brecht
Bertolt Brecht was a German poet, playwright, and theatre practitioner. Brecht’s ideas about
how theatre should be made have impacted generations of theatre makers and continue to
inspire people today.
Brecht once said, “Art is not a mirror held up to reality but a hammer with which to shape it.” He
didn’t want his audience to get wrapped up in the emotion on stage and forget about real life,
instead he wanted spectators to make judgements on the social issues presented in his plays.
Brecht believed for this to happen his audience must know they are watching a piece of theatre,
not real life which is what Stanislavksy’s naturalism tried to do.
Brecht’s ideas on theatre where revolutionary at the time and they continue to be studied and
used around the world today, including here at Theatre Centre. The Border is a Brechtian
inspired parable and many of the exercises the director used in rehearsal were Brecht's.
Brecht as a theatre practitioner
Brecht popularised the idea of epic theatre which exposed the mechanisms of theatre to make
the spectator aware that they are watching a play, in contrast to Stanislavsky’s immersive
naturalism where the audience were asked to believe what was on stage was ‘real’. Brecht
believed that his audience should be made to think not feel. He didn’t want his audience to
identify with the actors and feel empathy for the characters on stage, instead he wanted the
spectator to think objectively about the play, reflect on its arguments and draw conclusions. To
do this Brecht used the alienation effect (Verfremdungseffekt) which helped distance the
audience from empathising with the characters and being caught up in their emotional lives.
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Brecht the practitioner
Key Facts
Born: February 10, 1898, Augsburg, Germany
Died: August 14, 1956, East Berlin
Who was Bertolt Brecht? He was a German poet, playwright, and theatre practitioner.
What plays did Brecht write? Brecht wrote a number of plays including Mother Courage and
Her Children (1939), The Life of Galileo (1939), The Good Person of Setzuan (1942), and The
Caucasian Chalk Circle (1945) which are celebrated as modern classics.
What is Epic Theatre? Epic Theatre, unlike dramatic theatre, does not demand empathy from
the audience. Epic Theatre presents an argument, a clear political statement, and asks the
audience to remain objective, to reflect on the play’s arguments and draw conclusions. Epic
Theatre breaks the fourth wall as a way to distance the audience from emotionally investing in
the characters on stage.
What is verfremdungseffekt? Verfremdungseffekt translates into ‘distancing’ and is often
known as the alienation effect or ‘v’ effect. Brecht wanted to distance his audience from
empathising with the characters. There are lots of different ways in which to use ‘v’ effect.
Examples of ‘v’ effect: Narration, actors coming out of role, speaking stage directions, direct
audience address, using placards, multi-rolling, split-role, minimal set, costume and props,
symbolic props, as well as technical tools such as lighting and sound.
What is Spass? Spass translates as ‘fun’. Brecht wanted his audience to think, and his theatre
always included a message he wanted his audience to take away, but this didn’t mean his work
would be serious and boring. Brecht used comedy to break the emotional tension onstage and
challenge his audience on an issue. Spass could come in the form of slapstick, stand-up
routine, comic exaggeration, or physical comedy. If the audience laugh at a character’s despair
or a very serious moment because of the use of Spass, then they will also question why they
are laughing.
What is Gestus? Gestus is a movement performed by the actor to express a moment, attitude,
or social comment to the audience. Brecht wanted his character's movements to reveal their
social role and have the audience question what type of person they represent. Brecht’s
characters often represent archetypes in society such as the Boss, the Judge, and the Girl. In
rehearsals Brecht would photograph his actors and study these photos to ensure their
movements were expressing what he wanted.
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Borders
Borders are a very current and decisive topic in 2019 and not just in the UK. If you want to
explore the topic of borders with your class, you might find the video below useful.
BBC - The new virtual country with no borders
https://www.bbc.com/ideas/videos/the-new-virtual-country-with-no-borders/p06p674h

Discussion Points
Below you will see a variety of discussion points to explore with your class. Each question
encourages your students to delve deeper into the issues surrounding borders, the impact they
have on communities, and our personal views on these difficult topics. These discussions can
be used as an introduction to spiritual, moral, social and cultural development work or PSHE
topics.

What is a border?
What borders do we experience in our lives?
Who should decide where a border is?
Are borders permanent?
What can citizens do to influence borders?

Thank you for using The Border Learning Resource Pack, we hope you have found it useful. If
you would like to find out more about Theatre Centre and our upcoming projects and
opportunities please visit our website www.theatre-centre.co.uk or email admin@theatrecentre.co.uk
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